[A possible mechanism of participation of dopaminergic cells and striatal cholinergic interneurons in the conditioned selection of motor activity].
A possible mechanism of participation of cholinergic striatal interneurons and dopaminergic cells in conditioned selection of a certain types of motor activity is proposed. This selection is triggered by simultaneous increase in the activity of dopaminergic cells and a pause in the activity of cholinergic interneurons in response to a conditioned stimulus. This pause is promoted by activation of striatal inhibitory interneurons and action of dopamine at D2 receptors on cholinergic cells. Opposite changes in dopamine and acetylcholine concentration synergistically modulate the efficacy of corticostriatal inputs, modulation rules for the "strong" and "weak" corticostriatal inputs are opposite. Subsequent reorganization of neuronal firing in the loop cortex--basal ganglia--thalamus--cortex results in amplification of activity of the group of cortical neurons that strongly activate striatal cells, and simultaneous suppression of activity of another group of cortical neurons that weakly activate striatal cells. These changes can underlie a conditioned selection of motor activity performed with involvement of the motor cortex. As follows from the proposed model, if the time delay between conditioned and unconditioned stimuli does not exceed the latency of responses of dopaminergic and cholinergic cells (about 100 ms), conditioned selection of motor activity and learning is problematic.